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Dining room ideas images

This site is not available in your country Every item on this page has been hand-picked by a House Beautiful editor. We can earn commission on some of the items you choose to buy. Even the tightest corner can feel like a banquet hall. (Well, almost.) September 28, 2015 1 out of 10 Flip Out Apartment living generally spends little more than a wall on food. To make a dining room appear magical before her
eyes, this homeowner installed a a sleek table that folds out easily during meals. See more of this colorful house here » 2 of 10 Couple a round table with a banquette 3 of 10 Use walls wiseLy Often considered a design no-no in other rooms, placing furniture against the wall frees up space to walk in this narrow dining area. Folding chairs neatly stored on the opposite wall can be easily grabbed when the
company arrives. See more at Apartment Therapy » 4 of 10 Choose shelves instead of a cabinet China cabinets or dressers are beautiful, but their bulk can dominate a room and uses space inefficiently. Floating shelves, on the other hand, can be customized to your needs (fill the whole wall with them, if you want!) and offer more flexible storage than standalone pieces. See more at Woodgrain Cottage » 5
of the 10 built-in chairs and shelves Both built-in bookcases and banquettes are meant to be right next to the wall, with as much seating, storage space and open floor space as possible - so when combined, they're a small dining superhero. See more at Young House Love » 6 of 10 Choose Dual-Purpose Furniture If you needed to bring part of your dining room to your workspace, get the best of both
worlds with a nice desk. For parties, this blogger managed to use this stately oak piece as a buffet. See more at Little Yellow Couch » 7 out of 10 Get a sofa as opposed to chairs, a sofa can place more than one person (a handful of kids, if you're lucky!) and tucks completely out of the way when not in use. See more at Amanda Medlin » 8 of 10 Investing in a Mirror Use this little visual trickery to make a
small room appear bigger: A mirror reflection is great at faking extra space, and bounces light around the room to make it seem airier. See more at Made By Girl » 9 of 10 Collect Matching Dinnerware Open shelves are often the best storage option in a tight space, but you have to fill them wisely. Coordinating plates and servingware, such as this beautiful creamy collection, add a decorative element with a
culinary tilt. See more at Shanty 2 Chic » 10 of 10 Make a stand Two banquettes are better than one! This clever set-up makes room for an entire family at a tight angle - and offers hidden storage under the seats. See more at Dear Lillie » Next 17 Small Space Decorating Tricks Ad - Read Below This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their
email addresses. You may find more information about this and similar content at piano.io Skip to main contentTen bold and stylishly stylish Bring a spicy atmosphere to formal dining roomsBy architecturaldigest.comAugust 1, 2009Designer Penny Drue Baird remade Michael and Michelle Friezo's Bucks County, Pennsylvania, retreat, decorating its characterless interior with elegant touches. The dining
room, added by a previous owner, was harmonised with the rest of the house. A faux-brick wall covering and wooden beams give warmth. (February 2007) I wanted a park-like setting, designer Stephen Shadley says of the six cabins he restores at his Catskills retreat. The dining room was a vacant box with sagging floors, says the designer, who restored and painted the floors and added pine trim. Vintage
steel garden chairs surround the table, which is topped with Russell Wright dishes and aluminum bottlenose dolphins. (February 2003) Interior designer Charles Allem stripped a young family Manhattan penthouse, turning it into a glamorous space that celebrates Art Déco style. White cabinets in the dining room were ripped out and replaced with mirrors to create a Parisian dining room cocooned in gold
silk, says Allem. The painting is by Picasso. (February 2008) Architect John B. Murray and interior designer Elissa Cullman joined two apartments in a Manhattan building in 1914 to create a generously proportioned duplex. According to Cullman, the challenge was to seamlessly integrate two spaces and craft a timeless residence. Before: The dining room was once a large bedroom. After: The mahogany
chiffonier, from Kentshire Galleries, has a Tang Dynasty horse. (February 2005) A residence in 1921 in Los Angeles was designed by and the home of architect F. Pierpont Davis. It remained in the family until the current owners, Larry and Clara Yust, bought it after living next door for 20 years. The vaulted ceilings in the dining room are a feature of the architect repeated throughout the residence. A 1955
oil, 759 Prospect Avenue, was made by Larry Yust's father, Walter Yust. (February 2005) Designer Juan Montoya renovated the interior of a Park Avenue apartment. Above: The before and after dining room. Centered under a circa 1955 Venini glass chandelier, designed by Carlo Scarpa, is a macassar ebony table, which can be extended to suit the frequent entertaining needs of the family. (February
2006) Juan Miró and Miguel Rivera, of Miró Rivera Architects, teamed up with Mike Kaeske and Lynn Bradshaw to give their Austin, Texas, home a modern feel without disturbing the neighborhood's traditional feel. The dining room saw very few changes, says Miró. To add new life, the architects replaced the window treatments and swapped the ornate chandelier for a simpler one. The white walls provide
a clean backdrop for a work by Andy Warhol (February 2009) It's formal but inviting, motorcycle-racing champion John Kocinski says of the European renovation of his 1980s Beverly Hills residence by design team Thomas Allardyce and Illya Hendrix. Above: The before and after dining room. The cave bench is 19th-century 19th-century Sotheby's portrait medallions. (February 2003) It's like being outside,
actress Hilary Swank said of her revamped New York apartment that she once shared with her now ex-husband, Chad Lowe. Hilary asked for the three vertical mirrors in the dining room, because they mimic the windows in the room. The effect is one of dining in the air, says Langham. Armani Casa dining chairs. (February 2002) Seeking the preservation and updating of the house she commissioned from
Richard Barancik in 1953, Chicagoans Howard and Doris Conant hired Margaret McCurry, of Tigerman McCurry Architects. In the dining room, new lighting was installed in the ceiling, and the mechanical components in the paneling wall were reconfigured-part of an overall effort to increase energy efficiency. A Richard Diebenkorn etching hangs on the wall. Holly Hunt table. (February 2009)
Explore2009magazineAugust 2009homerenovationBefore en afterdecor The dining table is for eating, drinking and socializing after meals. Homework and school projects should be limited to working spaces in children's rooms. Bill pay and work-at-home tasks need to be done in the home-office area. Activities other than dining can scratch the table and often leave rubbish behind. As mentioned in the box
on the right, strengthen the singular purpose of this room by keeping the table set to one degree or another. The idea is to discourage anyone from using the table for anything other than dining. The central storage issue regarding the dining table is what to do with the leaves and pads, if any (obviously no problem if you have a glass dining table). A closet near the dining room - especially a closet that
doesn't see much use - is the ideal location for removable tabletops. Wherever you put them, it should be somewhere where they are unlikely to be scratched or experience extremes of hot or cold, or exposed to water. If your dining room is spacious, consider keeping your extra tabletops in the table. For more information about organizing clutter, see Good Housekeeping's complete clutter solution, and it's
created and maintained by a third party and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io It's amazing what a fresh fabric can do for a dining room chair. Many dining chairs found at thrift stores have removable chairs, which makes this DO-it-yourself furniture project even easier. Read more Make an
empty wall, corner of your kitchen or a small room a defined dining area. Read more When served in an environment that exudes an inviting formality, even the simplest meals takes a rich flavor. Browse this collection of rooms to decorate ideas that for ornate entertaining. Read more Take a look at these dining rooms. What do they have in common, besides being great? There is not a single matched chair
set in them. This mix-and-match look is immediately on trend. See See to get the look in your dining room. Read more Experimenting with different patterns, colors, layouts and lighting can give your dining room a fresh, brand new feel. Read more Before you ever set the table, set the atmosphere of your dining room with a hanging lamp. From traditional chandeliers to rustic fixtures to modern lamps that
look more like sculpture, there's a light for every look. Here are some of our favorites. Read more
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